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This brochure is a Form ADV disclosure document of Legg Mason Private Portfolio Group, LLC (“LMPPG”).
This brochure is for clients that select, or are considering selecting, investment management portfolios that LMPPG makes
available in investment programs sponsored by certain unaffiliated financial firms (“Sponsor Firms”) and for which one of
the following affiliated subadvisers (each, a “Subadviser”) serves as subadviser:
Martin Currie Inc. (“Martin Currie”)
QS Investors, LLC (“QS Investors”)
This brochure provides information about the qualifications and business practices of LMPPG. Information concerning
investment management portfolios that LMPPG, together with a Subadviser, makes available in investment programs
sponsored by Sponsor Firms, as well as information concerning the qualifications and business practices of such Subadviser,
is contained in such Subadviser’s separate Form ADV disclosure document. LMPPG and the Subadvisers are wholly-owned
subsidiaries of Legg Mason, Inc. (“Legg Mason”).

This brochure provides information about the qualifications and business practices of Legg Mason Private Portfolio
Group, LLC. If you have questions about the contents of this brochure, please contact us at (212) 805-2000. The
information in this brochure has not been approved or verified by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”)
or by any state securities authority.
Additional information about Legg Mason Private Portfolio Group, LLC is available on the SEC’s website at
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov. Investment adviser registration does not imply a certain level of skill or training.

Item 2

MATERIAL CHANGES
Not Applicable.
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Item 4

ADVISORY BUSINESS
A. LMPPG
Firm Description. LMPPG is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Legg Mason, Inc., a publicly traded company, and has provided
separate account investment advisory services since April 2007. Before April 2007, the business now conducted by LMPPG
was conducted by certain other Legg Mason subsidiaries and, prior to December 2005, by certain Citigroup Inc. affiliates.
LMPPG and Legg Mason are not affiliated with Citigroup Inc.
Types of Advisory Services. LMPPG, together with the Subadvisers, provides investment advisory services primarily in
investment programs sponsored by Sponsor Firms. The investment advisory services LMPPG and the Subadvisers provide
differ depending on the type of Sponsor Firm investment program in which a client participates.
•

LMPPG-Implemented Programs. In these programs, LMPPG has investment discretion and
responsibility for applying Subadviser investment advice to client accounts. LMPPG delegates its
investment discretion to the Subadviser(s) for the investment management portfolio selected for the client’s
account. LMPPG may also delegate its responsibility to apply investment advice to such Subadviser(s).

•

Discretionary Model Programs. In these programs, LMPPG has investment discretion, which it delegates
to the applicable Subadviser(s), but not responsibility for applying investment advice to client accounts.
LMPPG forwards Subadviser investment advice to the Sponsor Firm, which agrees to apply the advice to
client accounts.

•

Non-Discretionary Model Programs. In these programs, LMPPG forwards Subadviser investment advice
to the Sponsor Firm, which exercises discretion over client accounts and decides whether to apply this
investment advice to client accounts. LMPPG does not have investment discretion or responsibility for
applying investment advice to client accounts, and does not have an investment advisory relationship with
clients in these programs.

In all types of programs, Subadviser investment advice is consistent with the selected investment management portfolio.
LMPPG Assets Under Management. As of March 31, 2018, LMPPG managed:
•
•

approximately $52,613,600,000 * in assets on a discretionary basis, and
approximately $23,390,700,000* in assets on a non-discretionary basis.

Assets managed on a discretionary basis are client assets for which LMPPG provides investment advisory services in
LMPPG-Implemented Programs and Discretionary Model Programs. Assets managed on a non-discretionary basis are client
assets for which LMPPG provides investment advisory services in Non-Discretionary Model Programs.

B. Subadvisers
In the case of a Sub-Adviser, please refer to such Subadviser’s Form ADV disclosure document for a description of such
Subadviser’s advisory business.

C. Wrap Fee Programs
Certain Sponsor Firm investment programs for which LMPPG and the Subadvisers provide investment advisory services are
wrap fee programs in which LMPPG receives (from the Sponsor Firm) a portion of the wrap fees clients pay to the Sponsor
Firm. LMPPG typically pays all or part of the compensation it receives to the Subadvisers as compensation for the
investment advisory services they provide for the program. For additional information on LMPPG and Subadviser
compensation, see Item 5 in this brochure.
*

These numbers are rounded to the nearest 100,000.
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The investment advisory services the Subadvisers provide in Sponsor Firm investment programs, including wrap fee and
non-wrap fee programs, generally differ from the investment advisory services the Subadvisers provide to clients outside
such programs in one or more of the following ways:
1.

The Subadvisers’ investment advisory services for clients in Sponsor Firm investment programs generally
involve investments only in publicly-traded equity securities, fixed income securities, and/or cash
equivalents, while their investment advisory services for other clients may involve additional strategies and
investments, such as short selling, privately-offered securities and derivatives (e.g., options, futures,
currency forward contracts and swaps).

2.

A Subadviser’s investment advisory service for clients in Sponsor Firm investment programs generally do not
involve investments in initial or secondary offerings of equity securities because, as a practical matter, it is
unlikely LMPPG would be able to obtain allocations in such offerings for LMPPG-Implemented Program
clients (a Subadviser may invest assets of its non-LMPPG clients in such offerings);

3.

The Subadvisers’ investment advisory services for clients outside of Sponsor Firm investment programs may
involve different investment strategies or investments in a larger or smaller number of securities than the
Subadvisers include in the investment management portfolios they provide to clients in Sponsor Firm
investment programs.

4.

For separately managed accounts outside of Sponsor Firm investment programs, the Subadvisers may be able
to tailor the investment advisory services they provide more closely to client needs and preferences, as
reflected in client investment guidelines and client restrictions.

5.

A Subadviser may provide regular reports to clients outside of Sponsor Firm investment programs. As
described in Item 13 below, LMPPG and the Subadvisers typically do not provide such reports to clients in
Sponsor Firm investment programs.

A Subadviser may make available certain of its investment strategies and investment advisory services only (i) in a closed or
open end fund or other commingled investment vehicle, and/or (ii) to clients that meet the Subadviser’s requirements for
entering into an investment advisory agreement directly with the Subadviser (including, potentially, minimum investment and
client qualification requirements).

D. Individual Client Needs
In addition to providing investment management portfolios that reflect a wide range of investment strategies, LMPPG and the
Subadvisers may tailor the investment services they provide more closely to the individual needs of clients as described
below.
Client Restrictions. For client accounts in LMPPG-Implemented Programs, LMPPG accepts client-imposed restrictions on
management if LMPPG and the applicable Subadviser, in their discretion, determine that the proposed restriction is
reasonably practical as an investment and operational matter.
Subject to this standard, clients in LMPPG-Implemented Programs may impose restrictions on investments in specific
securities (e.g., stock of Company ABC) or on investments in certain categories of securities (e.g., tobacco company stocks).
Where a client restricts investment in a category of securities, LMPPG and the applicable Subadviser determine in their
discretion the specific securities in the restricted category. LMPPG relies on the client’s Sponsor Firm to notify LMPPG of
any restrictions desired by clients.
In LMPPG-Implemented Programs, LMPPG applies client account restrictions it accepts only at the time of purchase, and
does not apply these restrictions to securities transferred into the account, securities already held in the account at the time the
restriction is imposed, securities that first come within a restriction following purchase of such securities, and securities
acquired as a result of corporate actions (e.g., stock splits, stock dividends).
Directed Sales and Temporary ETF Investments. A client in a LMPPG-Implemented Program may direct LMPPG to sell
particular securities or types of securities held in the client’s account by contacting his or her Sponsor Firm. LMPPG seeks to
6

begin implementing sell directions no later than the close of business on the business day after LMPPG receives the direction
in proper form from the client’s Sponsor Firm (LMPPG determines what constitutes proper form). LMPPG generally does
not implement sell directions immediately upon receipt. As a result, the proceeds from a directed sale may be more or less
than the client would have received had LMPPG implemented the sell direction immediately.
In connection with a client-directed sale of securities, LMPPG in its sole discretion may accept and implement a client
direction to temporarily invest the sale proceeds in an exchange-traded fund (“ETF”). Such directions involve an increased
risk of loss (or missed gains) to the client relative to client accounts for which such directions are not given. Neither LMPPG
nor any of its affiliates, including the Subadvisers, will have any responsibility for the suitability or performance of any
client-directed ETF investments. LMPPG will be responsible only for implementing any directions it accepts to make such
investments, subject to any account-, security- or tax lot-level realized loss or gain minimums LMPPG establishes from time
to time.
ETFs are unmanaged funds that typically represent U.S. securities markets, industry and market capitalization sectors, nonU.S. country and regional markets, and other types of non-U.S. securities markets and market sectors (e.g., emerging
markets). ETFs generally are subject to the same investments risks associated with the underlying securities they represent.
Also, in addition to fees charged at the account level, a client will bear a proportionate share of the separate fees and expenses
incurred by any ETF held in the client’s account.
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Item 5

FEES AND COMPENSATION
A. Compensation of LMPPG and the Subadvisers
How LMPPG is compensated for the services LMPPG and the Subadvisers provide in an investment program depends on
whether the program is a Single-Contract Program or a Dual-Contract Program.
In Single-Contract Programs and Dual-Contract Programs, LMPPG pays the Subadvisers all or a portion of the fees LMPPG
receives as compensation for the Subadvisers’ services.
LMPPG Compensation in Single-Contract Programs. In a Single-Contract Program, the client does not enter into an
agreement directly with LMPPG. Instead, the client enters into an agreement with the client’s Sponsor Firm that covers
investment advisory services LMPPG and one or more Subadvisers provide and also certain investment services the Sponsor
Firm provides. The client pays the Sponsor Firm fees for all the services under such agreement. The Sponsor Firm, in turn,
compensates LMPPG for the investment advisory services LMPPG and the applicable Subadviser(s) provide.
The fees agreed to by LMPPG and a Sponsor Firm under a Single-Contract Program are dependent upon a variety of factors,
including without limitation the size of the program, the portfolio selected by the client, Sponsor Firm administrative
requirements and administrative charges, Sponsor Firm parameters for compensation of participating managers or advisers,
and the nature and extent of the responsibilities of and services provided by each of the Sponsor Firm and LMPPG and its
Subadvisers under the program. Based on such factors, LMPPG and or Sponsor Firm may agree to a fee rate under a
particular Single-Contract Program that is different from the fee rate or outside of the fee range indicated below. A Sponsor
Firm and LMPPG may agree to a fee rate with respect to a particular account under a Single-Contract Program that is lower
than the standard fee rate at which LMPPG is compensated by the Sponsor Firm under such Single-Contract Program. Such
fee concessions are very unusual and agreed to by LMPPG only in special circumstances, e.g. in the case of accounts with
unusually large asset levels. In addition, a Sponsor Firm and LMPPG may agree to a fee rate with respect to a particular
account under a Single-Contract Program that is higher than the fee rate at which LMPPG is compensated under such SingleContract Program based on such account’s unique servicing needs and compliance requirements. The fees paid to LMPPG in
LMPPG-Implemented Programs, where LMPPG is responsible for providing full discretionary portfolio management,
implementation and trade placement services with respect to client accounts, may be higher than the fees paid to LMPPG in
Discretionary Model Programs, where LMPPG and its Subadvisers have investment discretion but the Sponsor Firm is
responsible for applying Subadviser investment advice forwarded to it by LMPPG to client accounts, and Non-Discretionary
Model Programs, where the Sponsor Firm has investment discretion and decides whether to apply Subadviser investment
advice, in whole or in part, forwarded to it by LMPPG to client accounts.
•

In the case of LMPPG-Implemented Programs, LMPPG generally receives, or anticipates receiving, fees from the
Program Sponsor at the following rates or within the following ranges depending upon the portfolio selected by the
client:
Investment Management Portfolio
Martin Currie
• Emerging Market Equities
• Global Equity Income
• International Unconstrained Equities
QS Investors
• Multi-Asset Class
• QS Low Volatility High Dividend Equity

•

Fee Rates or Ranges
0.60%
0.35% - 0.37%
0.43% - 0.45%
0.00% - 0.20%
0.20% - 0.40%

In the case of Discretionary Model Programs, LMPPG generally receives, or anticipates receiving, fees from the
Program Sponsor at the following rates or within the following ranges depending upon the portfolio selected by the
client:
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Investment Management Portfolio
Martin Currie
• Emerging Market Equities
• Global Equity Income
• International Unconstrained Equities
QS Investors
• Multi-Asset Class
• QS Low Volatility High Dividend Equity
•

Fee Rates or Ranges
0.50%
0.25% - 0.27%
0.33% - 0.35%
0.00% - 0.20%
0.20% - 0.40%

In the case of Non-Discretionary Model Programs, LMPPG generally receives, or anticipates receiving, fees from
the Program Sponsor at the following rates or within the following ranges or at the following rates depending upon
the portfolio selected by the client:
Investment Management Portfolio
Martin Currie
• Emerging Market Equities
• Global Equity Income
• International Unconstrained Equities
QS Investors
• Multi-Asset Class
• QS Low Volatility High Dividend Equity

Fee Rates or Ranges
0.50%
0.25% - 0.27%
0.33% - 0.35%
0.00% - 0.20%
0.20% - 0.40%

Each QS Investors Multi-Asset Class portfolio invests all or a portion of its assets in mutual funds and/or ETFs that are
managed or advised by Legg Mason affiliates, including QS and/or other Legg Mason investment advisory affiliates, and that
pay fees or other compensation to such Legg Mason affiliates. Please refer to QS Investors’ Form ADV Part 2A Brochure
for more information. Such fund-related compensation will not be credited against or offset the advisory fee agreed to by
LMPPG and the Sponsor Firm unless such crediting or offset is required by contract or applicable law. In cases where
LMPPG receives no advisory fee or a very small advisory fee from a Sponsor Firm for a Multi-Asset Class portfolio due to
the fund-related compensation that Legg Mason affiliates will receive in connection with such portfolios, QS Investors will
provide compensation out of its general resources to LMPPG for its services at a rate agreed to by QS Investors and LMPPG.
For Single-Contract Program client fee information, clients should refer to their Sponsor Firm’s Form ADV disclosure
document or contact their Sponsor Firm representative.
LMPPG Compensation in Dual-Contract Programs. In a Dual-Contract Program, the client enters into an investment
management agreement directly with LMPPG and a separate agreement with the client’s Sponsor Firm. The client pays an
investment management fee directly to LMPPG as compensation for the investment advisory services LMPPG and the
applicable Subadviser(s) provide. LMPPG’s standard fee schedules for Dual-Contract Programs are set forth below in this
Item 5. The client typically pays a separate fee to the Sponsor Firm for services the Sponsor Firm provides pursuant to its
separate agreement with the client. LMPPG may receive higher compensation in Dual-Contract Programs than in SingleContract Programs.
LMPPG Standard Fee Rates for Dual-Contract Programs. For Dual-Contract Programs, LMPPG’s standard fee rates are
set forth below.
Investment Management Portfolio
Martin Currie
• Emerging Market Equities
• Global Equity Income
• International Unconstrained Equities
QS Investors
• Multi-Asset Class
• QS Low Volatility High Dividend Equity
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Fee Rates
0.60%
0.50%
0.50%
0.00% - 0.20%
0.50%

Each QS Investors Multi-Asset Class portfolio invests all or a portion of its assets in mutual funds and/or ETFs that are
managed or advised by Legg Mason affiliates, including QS and/or other Legg Mason investment advisory affiliates, and that
pay fees or other compensation to such Legg Mason affiliates. Please refer to QS Investors’ Form ADV Part 2A Brochure
for more information. Such fund-related compensation will not be credited against or offset the advisory fee agreed to by
LMPPG and the client unless such crediting or offset is required by contract or applicable law. In cases where LMPPG
receives no advisory fee or a very small advisory fee from a Sponsor Firm for a Multi-Asset Class portfolio due to the fundrelated compensation that Legg Mason affiliates will receive in connection with such portfolios, QS Investors will provide
compensation out of its general resources to LMPPG for its services at a rate agreed to by QS Investors and LMPPG.
LMPPG generally considers client requests to negotiate investment management fee rates lower than the above fee rates.
However, LMPPG in its sole discretion may refuse to agree to lower fee rates for any one or more clients. In addition,
LMPPG may establish fee rates that are lower than the above fee rates for certain accounts in a particular Dual-Contract
Program, based on expectations as to future aggregate asset levels from clients of one or more particular Sponsor Firm
representatives.
LMPPG may establish fee rates that are higher than the above fee rates for accounts that have unique servicing needs or
compliance requirements. In addition, LMPPG may establish fee rates that are different from the above fee rates for accounts
in a particular Dual-Contract Program due to Sponsor Firm operational constraints, such as an inability to calculate and
process fees under a tiered fee schedule.
For client accounts in Dual-Contract Programs, LMPPG typically charges its investment management fee quarterly in
advance. Following one of the approaches set forth below, the client’s Sponsor Firm typically deducts LMPPG’s fee from
the client’s account and forwards the fee to LMPPG:
1.

The Sponsor Firm calculates LMPPG’s fee based on the client’s agreed LMPPG fee rate and the value of the
client account assets; or

2.

The Sponsor Firm relies on LMPPG’s calculation of LMPPG’s fee based on the client’s agreed LMPPG fee rate
and the value of the client account assets, as set forth in fee invoices LMPPG sends to the Sponsor Firm.

Under both approaches, LMPPG’s fees typically are calculated in accordance with procedures, including those applicable to
account additions and withdrawals, established by the client’s Sponsor Firm so that LMPPG’s fee is calculated following a
methodology that is similar to that used in calculating the Sponsor Firm’s fee. For any one or more client accounts in a DualContract Program, LMPPG may in its sole discretion agree to bill the client directly for its investment management fee
instead of having the client’s Sponsor Firm follow one of the above fee-deduction approaches. In addition, LMPPG may in
its sole discretion agree to charge its fee in arrears (instead of in advance) or more or less frequently than quarterly.
LMPPG Fee Refunds in Dual-Contract Programs. If LMPPG’s management of a client’s Dual-Contract Program account is
terminated during a period for which the client pre-paid LMPPG’s investment management fee, LMPPG will calculate the
appropriate refund amount and send this amount to the client’s Sponsor Firm for forwarding to the client or deposit into an
account the client maintains at the Sponsor Firm. LMPPG calculates refunds in these circumstances by:
1.

dividing the number of days left (after termination) in the period for which the client paid the fee by the total
number of days in the period; and

2.

multiplying the result by the dollar amount of the pre-paid fee.

LMPPG sends termination-related fee refunds to Sponsor Firms on a quarterly basis. Accordingly, there may be a delay of
up to approximately ninety days between the time LMPPG’s management of a Dual-Contract Program account is terminated
and the time LMPPG sends the related fee refund to the client’s Sponsor Firm.

B. Other Fees and Expenses
In addition to the investment management fees LMPPG receives for the investment advisory services LMPPG and the
Subadvisers provide, a client generally will incur brokerage and trade execution costs for securities transactions LMPPG and
the Subadvisers recommend or effect for the client’s account. These costs generally are imposed by the broker-dealer firms
used to execute such transactions. For securities transactions executed by the client’s Sponsor Firm or by a broker-dealer the
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Sponsor Firm designates, these costs often are included in the fee the client pays to the client’s Sponsor Firm (in both SingleContract Programs and Dual-Contract Programs). For securities transactions executed by another broker-dealer firm, these
costs are in addition to fees the client pays to the client’s Sponsor Firm. For more information on brokerage and transaction
costs in investment programs for which LMPPG or a Subadviser selects broker-dealers to execute securities transactions for
client accounts, clients should refer to Item 12 of this brochure.
A client may also incur any one or more of the costs listed below. The costs described in items 1, 2 and 3 below, as well as
the costs of trade execution by a client’s Sponsor Firm or designated broker-dealer (see above), typically are covered by the
fees clients pay to their Sponsor Firms.
1.

Fees for account custody services and related services such as security transfers and wire transfers.

2.

Fees for investment advisory services a Sponsor Firm or other person or firm (other than LMPPG or a
Subadviser) provides to the client. These may include services such as evaluation, recommendation and
monitoring of investment managers, financial planning services and asset allocation advice.

3.

Fees for account reporting by the client’s Sponsor Firm – for example, preparation of periodic account
statements.

4.

Any SEC fees, transfer taxes or other governmental charges based on securities transactions.

5.

Conversion and foreign exchange fees and charges associated with purchases and sales of American Depositary
Receipts (“ADRs”) in non-U.S. markets for ordinary shares underlying the ADRs. See Item 12 of this brochure
for more information.

6.

Ongoing custody or service fees charged by ADR depository banks for inventorying the underlying non-U.S.
shares and performing related administrative services.

7.

Internal fees and expenses of any mutual fund or ETF purchased or held for the client’s account, as part of the
investment management portfolio the client selects or at the client’s direction. Mutual fund and ETF
prospectuses, which should be available from Sponsor Firms, include descriptions of these fees and expenses.

Clients should contact their Sponsor Firms and any other service providers for information on the costs associated with the
services these firms provide, including the potential costs noted in items 1 – 4 above. The compensation LMPPG and the
Subadvisers receive does not cover any of the potential costs noted in items 1 –7 above.
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Item 6

PERFORMANCE-BASED FEES AND SIDE-BY-SIDE MANAGEMENT
A. Performance-Based Fees and Side-by-Side Management
Performance-based fees are investment advisory fees that are based on a share of capital gains on, or capital appreciation of,
client assets. Performance-based fees do not include fees that are based merely on a percentage of client account assets
managed or advised.
LMPPG does not charge performance-based fees, but instead charges fees based on the amount of client account assets for
which LMPPG, together with one or more of the Subadvisers, provides investment advisory services. The Sub-Advisers also
do not charge performance-based fees for LMPPG client accounts. See Item 5 of this brochure for LMPPG/Subadviser fee
information applicable to LMPPG client accounts.
Each of the Sub-Advisers may charge performance-based fees for certain client accounts that do not access its investment
advisory services through LMPPG – i.e., non-LMPPG client accounts. These performance-based fees typically are based on
account performance relative to a benchmark index agreed on by the Subadviser and the client.
Each of the Sub-Advisers, including any of its portfolio management teams, may simultaneously manage or otherwise
provide investment advice for non-LMPPG client accounts that are subject to performance-based fees and LMPPG client
accounts that are not subject to performance-based fees. As noted in Section B below, management of non-LMPPG client
accounts, including those subject to performance-based fees, may differ from the management of LMPPG client accounts
based on the particular needs and circumstances of client accounts. Side-by-side management involves a potential conflict of
interest to the extent that a Subadviser determines to purchase or sell the same securities for both non-LMPPG client accounts
and LMPPG client accounts. It may give the Sub-Adviser and the applicable portfolio management team an incentive to
maximize the Subadviser’s fee compensation by favoring the non-LMPPG client accounts subject to performance-based fees
in order to maximize its fee revenues.
Please refer to Item 6 of a Subadviser’s Form ADV disclosure document for information concerning whether such
Subadviser charges performance-based fees for non-LMPPG accounts and how such Subadviser addresses the potential
conflict of interest associated with side-by-side management.

B. Additional Side-by-Side Management Information
A Subadviser’s portfolio manager may determine, in light of a client account’s available cash, investment objectives,
restrictions, permitted investment techniques and other relevant considerations, that an investment opportunity is appropriate
for only some of the client accounts under their management or that they should take differing positions with respect to a
particular security on behalf of certain client accounts.
Each Subadviser may give advice and take action in the performance of its duties to clients which differs from advice given,
and/or the timing and nature of action taken, with respect to other clients’ accounts. The timing and nature of action taken for
one or more client accounts may positively or negatively impact one or more other client accounts. For example, the value of
a security held in client accounts may be positively affected by purchases, and negatively affected by sales, of the same
security for other client accounts.
Please refer to Item 6 of a Subadviser’s Form ADV disclosure document for additional information concerning side-by-side
management.
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Item 7

TYPES OF CLIENTS
A. Clients
LMPPG, together with the Subadvisers, provides investment advisory services for a wide range of clients in Sponsor Firm
investment programs, including individuals, pension and profit sharing plans, endowments, foundations, unions and state and
local governmental entities. Sponsor Firms, which include broker-dealer firms, banks and investment advisory firms, are
another type of client to which LMPPG and the Subadvisers may provide investment advisory services under NonDiscretionary Model Programs for use by such Sponsor Firms in managing client accounts.

B. Investment Minimums
For new client accounts, LMPPG generally imposes the investment minimums listed below. LMPPG, in its sole discretion
and in consultation with the applicable Subadvisers, may waive any one or more of these minimums for any one or more
client accounts. In addition, for certain investment programs, LMPPG and a Sponsor Firm may establish investment
minimums for particular investment management portfolios that are higher or lower than those indicated below. QS
Investors Multi-Asset Class with allocations to separately managed portfolios of individual securities may have significantly
higher investment minimums than that indicated below.

Investment Management Portfolio
Martin Currie
• Global Emerging Market Equities
• Global Equity Income
• International Equities
QS Investors
• Multi-Asset Class
• QS Low Volatility High Dividend Equity
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Investment Minimum
$100,000
$100,000
$100,000
$25,000
$50,000

Item 8

METHODS OF ANALYSIS, INVESTMENT STRATEGIES AND RISK OF LOSS
LMPPG and the Subadvisers make available a broad range of investment strategies, which are referred to in this brochure as
“investment management portfolios” or “portfolios” and are listed below in Section A of this Item 8. Please refer to Item 8
of a Subadviser’s Form ADV disclosure document for a description of the portfolios for which such Subadviser provides
investment subadvisory services and such Subadviser’s methods of investment analysis.
Each investment management portfolio involves risk of loss, which clients should be prepared to bear. Please refer to Item 8
of a Subadviser’s Form ADV disclosure document for a description of the main risks for the portfolios for which such
Subadviser provides investment subadvisory services. For all portfolios, there is no assurance or guarantee that client
investment objectives will be met.

A.

Investment Management Portfolios

The investment management portfolios LMPPG and the Sub-Advisers may make available in Sponsor Firm investment
programs include the portfolios listed below. Clients should check with their Sponsor Firm representatives for portfolio
availability. Also, as indicated below, certain portfolios may be referred to by different names at particular Sponsor Firms.
Portfolios for which Martin Currie and QS Investors provide investment subadvisory services to LMPPG include the
following portfolios:
•

Martin Currie
o Global Emerging Market Equities
o Global Equity Income
o International Equities

•

QS Investors
o Multi-Asset Class
o QS Low Volatility High Dividend Equity

One or more of the Subadvisers makes investment decisions or (where another firm has investment discretion)
recommendations for each portfolio.
•

Martin Currie makes investment decisions and recommendations for portfolios that are branded “Martin
Currie”.

•

QS Investors makes investment decisions and recommendation for Multi-Asset Class portfolios (which may
be branded as “Legg Mason” portfolios) and portfolios that are branded “QS Investors”. Please refer to Item
8 of QS Investors’ Form ADV disclosure document for a list of available Multi-Asset Class portfolios and a
description of such portfolios.

Working with a Sponsor Firm representative, the client typically determines his or her investment strategy based on personal
circumstances and objectives and selects one or more investment management portfolios. Clients are responsible for asset
allocation decisions when selecting portfolios. Unless otherwise noted in the description of a portfolio in Item 8 of a SubAdviser’s Form ADV disclosure document, LMPPG and the Subadvisers do not provide asset allocation advice.
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B. Certain Additional Information
Cash Balances. Significant cash balances may exist in client accounts from time to time, including when a Subadviser
instructs account contributions and sales proceeds to be invested gradually. LMPPG and the Subadvisers do not determine
the short-term investments in which cash balances are invested and are not responsible for the suitability or performance of
such investments.
Client Contributions of Securities. If a client contributes securities to the client’s account and they are not included in the
selected investment management portfolio, LMPPG or the other firm responsible for applying Subadviser investment
decisions or recommendations to the account may sell such securities. Sales of contributed securities may result in taxable
gains or losses. Also, investment of sales proceeds in accordance with the selected portfolio may not be immediate. Accounts
funded in whole or in part with securities may perform differently and have different holdings and weightings than accounts
funded solely with cash equivalents.
Account Uniformity and Certain Potential Differences. There may be a substantial degree of uniformity among client
accounts (of either LMPPG or a Sponsor Firm) in LMPPG-Implemented Programs, Discretionary Model Programs and NonDiscretionary Model Programs that select the same investment management portfolio. However, many factors may cause
differences in the composition and performance of such client accounts, including:
•

Date of account inception

•

Levels and timing of client-initiated activity, such as account contributions and withdrawals

•

Client-imposed restrictions

•

Investment limits (see below)

•

A Subadviser’s approach to model portfolio maintenance and adjustment (see below)

•

A Subadviser’s and LMPPG’s approach to adjusting or rebalancing account positions in response to market
movements (see below)

•

The relative outperformance or underperformance of individual portfolio holdings

•

Differing portfolio composition requirements and implementation approaches of implementing firms in
Discretionary Model Programs and Non-Discretionary Model Programs (see below)

•

Differences in the timing of trade executions and prices obtained by LMPPG on behalf of clients in LMPPGImplemented Programs relative to the timing of trade executions and prices obtained by an implementing firm
on behalf of clients in Discretionary Model Programs and Non-Discretionary Model Programs

Certain regulatory or other limits on the amount a Subadviser (alone or together with its affiliates) may invest in a company
may cause the composition and performance of client accounts for which the same portfolio is selected to vary from one
another more than they otherwise might. For portfolios that involve investments in more volatile securities, these limits may
cause even greater performance differences.
In the case of certain investment management portfolios, a Subadviser, may utilize a “static” model approach in maintaining
and adjusting the model portfolio that it furnishes to LMPPG in LMPPG-Implemented Programs. Under such approach, the
model portfolio’s percentage weightings to individual portfolio holdings are not continually adjusted to reflect the relative
market performance of such holdings. Accordingly, a new account’s percentage weightings to portfolio holdings typically
will differ from the percentage weightings in previously established accounts in the same strategy. In addition, in the case of
certain investment management portfolios, client accounts may not be regularly adjusted or rebalanced in response to the
relative underperformance or outperformance of such names over time. This will cause differences in portfolio weightings
across client accounts over longer periods than in the case of strategies that adjust or rebalance client accounts more
frequently. Differences in portfolio weightings across client accounts, combined with the relative outperformance or
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underperformance of individual portfolio holdings, will cause client accounts in the same investment management portfolio
to experience differing performance over time.
For Discretionary Model Programs and Non-Discretionary Model Programs, the Sponsor Firm or another firm it selects (not
LMPPG or a Subadviser) applies Subadviser investment decisions or recommendations to client accounts. Such a firm may
impose model composition requirements, or follow implementation practices, that result in client accounts in these programs
having different holdings and performing differently than LMPPG-Implemented Program client accounts for which the same
investment management portfolio is selected.
Transfers to New Investment Programs—Potential Account Adjustments. If a client transfers an account from one
investment program to another and selects the same investment management portfolio, LMPPG or the other firm responsible
for implementing Subadviser investment decisions or recommendations for the new program may adjust the account’s
holdings. This may result in the realization of capital gains or losses that would not have occurred if the client had not
transferred the account. Account adjustments in this situation may result from LMPPG or the other implementing firm
treating the transferred account as a new account in the new program, different model composition requirements or
implementation practices in the old and new programs, or other factors.
Margin Loans. A Sponsor Firm may permit a client to take out a loan secured by assets in the client’s account. Such loans
are referred to as “margin loans.” Clients should understand that, if they obtain margin loans secured by assets in their
accounts, the Sponsor Firm generally will be able to liquidate all or part of the account at any time to repay any portion of the
loan, even if the timing of the liquidation is disadvantageous to the client and disrupts management of the account in
accordance with the selected investment management portfolio. Neither LMPPG nor any Subadviser has any responsibility
for (i) a client’s decision to take out a margin loan, (ii) the terms of any margin or related agreement to which a client is a
party, or (iii) the sale, liquidation, or disposition of securities in the client’s account in order to satisfy the client’s obligations
under such an agreement.
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Item 9

DISCIPLINARY INFORMATION
There are no reportable legal or disciplinary events for LMPPG.
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Item 10

OTHER FINANCIAL INDUSTRY ACTIVITIES AND AFFILIATIONS
A. Certain Arrangements and Relationships with Affiliates
In addition to the subadvisory arrangements between LMPPG and each Subadviser described in this brochure, LMPPG has
the following business arrangements and relationships with affiliates that clients may wish to consider.
Other Affiliated Subadvisers. LMPPG has a subadvisory arrangement that is similar to the arrangements described in this
brochure with each of ClearBridge Investments, LLC (“ClearBridge”) and Western Asst Management Company (“Western
Asset”). ClearBridge and Western Asset are both wholly-owned subsidiaries of Legg Mason. LMPPG may enter into similar
subadvisory arrangements with other Legg Mason affiliates.
Legg Mason Investor Services, LLC. Legg Mason Investor Services, LLC (“LMIS”) is registered as a broker-dealer under
U.S. securities laws and is an affiliate of LMPPG and the Subadvisers. LMIS markets the LMPPG/Subadviser investment
advisory services described in this brochure and other Legg Mason investment products and services, including Legg Mason
mutual funds managed by the Subadvisers. Certain employees of LMPPG and the Subadvisers, including certain
management personnel of each Subadviser, are registered representatives of LMIS. This status enables these employees to
assist LMIS with its marketing activities. LMPPG and Subadviser employees do not receive commissions or other salesbased compensation and spend no more than a limited amount of their time assisting LMIS.
LMPPG/ClearBridge Relationship. LMPPG has a relationship with ClearBridge in which ClearBridge supports LMPPG in
the following functional areas: management, client service, compliance, technology, finance and human resources.
Affiliated Mutual Fund Investments. As described in Item 8 of a Subadviser’s Form ADV disclosure document, certain
investment management portfolios for which a Subadviser provides investment subadvisory services involve investments in
shares of certain Legg Mason mutual funds that such Subadviser subadvises.
Registration with or licensing by a regulator does not imply endorsement by the regulator. Nor does it imply a certain level of
skill or training.

B. LMPPG and the Subadvisers: Commodity Law-Related Status
The principal business of LMPPG and the Subadvisers is providing securities-related investment advisory services to clients.
LMPPG and the Subadvisers do not provide advice on commodity interests (e.g., futures, options on futures, swaps) as part
of the investment advisory services they provide in Sponsor Firm investment programs.
LMPPG is not registered as a commodity trading advisor under U.S. commodities laws.

C. Subadvisers
Please refer to Item 10 of a Subadviser’s Form ADV disclosure document for a description of such Subadviser’s financial
industry activities and affiliations that are in addition to the subadvisory arrangement between LMPPG and such Subadviser and
for a description of whether such Subadviser is registered as a commodity trading adviser or commodity pool operator under
U.S. commodities laws.
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Item 11

CODE OF ETHICS, PARTICIPATION OR INTEREST IN CLIENT
TRANSACTIONS AND PERSONAL TRADING
As briefly described below in Sections A, B and C, LMPPG has adopted a codes of ethics designed to comply with
applicable legal requirements and address potential conflicts of interest associated with personal trading by its employees.

A. LMPPG
LMPPG has adopted a Code of Ethics imposing standards of business conduct, including requirements to put client interests
first and not to take inappropriate advantage of employment-related information. The Code is intended to prevent conflicts of
interest between employees and clients from affecting the investment advisory services LMPPG provides to clients and to assure
compliance with applicable laws. To prevent employees from taking advantage of their knowledge of which securities LMPPG
is purchasing and selling (and recommending for purchase and sale) for clients, the Code imposes restrictions on employee
personal securities transactions. The Code requires LMPPG employees to obtain pre-approval of most personal securities
transactions from LMPPG’s Compliance Department. In addition, except in the case of smaller personal trades in large
capitalization stocks (which LMPPG expects will not affect client trades), the Code prohibits personal trades in a security on any
day during which there are open, executed or pending LMPPG trades in the same security as a result of a model portfolio change
a Subadviser has communicated to LMPPG before the employee’s placing of a personal trade for the security. This prohibition
under the Code seeks to prevent employees from “front-running” client trades and possibly benefitting personally from the
impact of client trades on the market. In addition, when seeking preclearance for personal trades, LMPPG requires its
employees to certify that they are not trading on material non-public information.
Additional restrictions imposed by the Code include minimum holding periods for profitable trades, as well as minimum holding
periods for ClearBridge managed funds. LMPPG requires all employees to report their personal securities accounts, transactions
and holdings to LMPPG’s Compliance Department and to certify to the completeness of the information and their compliance
with the Code on an annual basis.
Existing and prospective LMPPG clients may obtain copies of the Code of Ethics by mailing a written request to:
Legg Mason Private Portfolio Group, LLC
620 8th Avenue, 47th Floor
New York, NY 10018
Attention: Compliance Department

B. Discussion of Potential Conflicts of Interest Associated with Employee Personal Trading
LMPPG employees may make personal investments in the same securities LMPPG and the Subadviser invest in for client
accounts. Employees may also make personal investments in related securities or financial instruments, such as options,
futures and warrants. In some cases, employees may make these investments at or about the same time LMPPG or a
Subadviser is making the same investments or related investments for client accounts. This possibility involves a potential
conflict between client interests and the personal interests of the employee. For example, if a LMPPG or a Subadviser
employee learns of a Subadviser investment decision prior to the decision’s implementation for client accounts, the employee
may have an incentive to seek to benefit himself or herself by making a personal transaction in the security before such
implementation takes place, potentially disadvantaging the client accounts. Another example involves an employee’s
personal investment in a particular security giving the employee an incentive to benefit himself or herself by investing client
accounts, or recommending client investment, in the same security or a related security (instead of investing client accounts
or recommending investments based solely on what the employee believes is in the best interests of clients).
LMPPG seeks to prevent personal trading-related potential conflicts of interest from affecting their investment advisory
services by subjecting their employees’ personal trading activity to the requirements and restrictions of the applicable Code
of Ethics described above. Examples of requirements and restrictions that address these potential conflicts of interest
include:
•

pre-clearance requirements for certain personal securities transactions;
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•

prohibitions on certain personal securities transactions at or near the time the same or related securities are
being purchased or sold (or recommended for purchase or sale) for client accounts;

•

minimum holding periods for certain employee personal investments; and

•

Compliance Department monitoring of employee personal investments and securities transactions.

C. Other Potential Conflicts of Interest
In addition to the Code of Ethics described above applicable to employee personal securities transactions, LMPPG has
adopted other policies and procedures that are designed to address various potential conflicts of interest that may arise in the
course of their business as an investment adviser. Such potential conflicts and related policies and procedures pertain to
matters such as political contributions, receipt of gifts and entertainment, prohibition on outside public company board
service and business activities, personal investment with business contacts, prohibitions on trading while in possession of
material non-public information and error resolution.

D. Subadvisers
In the case of a Subadviser, please refer to Item 11 of such Subadviser’s Form ADV disclosure document for a discussion of
such Subadviser’s code of ethics, conflicts of interest associated with personal trading by such Subadviser’s employees and
with proprietary accounts managed by such Subadviser, and other conflicts of interest that may arise.
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Item 12

BROKERAGE PRACTICES
Except as noted below, LMPPG selects broker-dealers to execute securities transactions for client accounts in LMPPGImplemented Programs as described below in Section A.
In LMPPG-Implemented Programs, each client (or the Sponsor Firm on the client’s behalf) generally directs LMPPG to place
securities trades for execution with the client’s Sponsor Firm or a designated broker (“Designated Broker”), subject to the
obligation to seek best execution. For clients who enter into investment management agreements directly with LMPPG,
LMPPG typically requires such a direction.
LMPPG generally does not have trade placement responsibility under Discretionary Model Programs and Non-Discretionary
Model Programs. However, LMPPG’s agreement with the Sponsor of such a program may permit LMPPG to include
accounts in a block trade that LMPPG places on behalf of accounts under LMPPG-Implemented Programs. Assuming such
inclusion is contractually permitted, it is anticipated that the circumstances in which LMPPG will seek in practice to include
accounts from non-LMPPG-Implemented Programs in a block trade will be very limited due to the significant operational,
coordination and timing challenges presented by such inclusion.
In addition to describing how LMPPG selects broker-dealers to execute trades for client accounts, Sections A, B and C below
describe the trade aggregation, allocation and communication (including model change communication) practices of LMPPG.
In the case of a Subadviser, please refer to Item 12 of such Subadviser’s Form ADV disclosure document for a description of
such Subadviser’s trade aggregation, allocation and communication (including model change communication) practices. The
Subadvisers provide, in conjunction with LMPPG, investment advisory services primarily under Discretionary Model
Programs and Non-Discretionary Model Programs, but may also provide such services under LMPPG-Implemented
Programs.

A. LMPPG
Selection of Broker-Dealers By LMPPG to Execute Equity Securities Transactions
LMPPG seeks best execution when selecting broker-dealers to execute securities transactions. Best execution consists of
obtaining the most favorable result for clients within the current parameters of the market. LMPPG does not necessarily
measure best execution by the circumstances surrounding a single transaction and may seek best execution over time across
multiple transactions. LMPPG selects broker-dealers it believes will provide prompt and reliable execution at favorable
security prices with reasonable commission rates and/or other transaction costs. LMPPG considers the best net price, giving
effect to any brokerage commissions, commission equivalents, mark-ups, mark-downs, spreads, and other transaction costs,
an important factor in selecting broker-dealers to execute securities transactions. LMPPG may also consider other factors,
including: the nature of the security being traded; the size and complexity of the transaction; the desired timing of the trade;
the activity existing and expected in the market for the particular securities; confidentiality; execution, clearance and
settlement capabilities; counterparty financial condition and reliability; the availability of capital commitment; and other
appropriate trade execution services of the broker-dealer.
To the extent practical, LMPPG may select the client’s Sponsor Firm, a Designated Broker or any broker-dealer LMPPG has
approved as an executing broker to execute securities transactions for client accounts, including alternative execution venues
(e.g., electronic communication networks and crossing networks), as executing brokers.
Transactions Driven By Client Account-Specific Activity
For equity securities transactions driven by client account-specific activity, such as account contributions and withdrawals,
LMPPG expects to select the client’s Sponsor Firm or Designated Broker to execute all or a large percentage of such
transactions. Transactions sent to the client’s Sponsor Firm or Designated Broker for execution are subject to the Sponsor
Firm’s or Designated Broker’s operational processes. Such processes will impact when and how such transactions are
executed and are not within LMPPG’s control. Clients with equity investment management portfolios or allocations to such
portfolios typically pay their Sponsor Firms or Designated Brokers wrap fees or other asset-based fees for services that
include execution of agency trades (equity securities generally trade on an agency basis and fixed income securities generally
trade on a principal basis). In such fee arrangements, clients typically will not pay any transaction-specific commissions on
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equity securities transactions when LMPPG selects their Sponsor Firms or Designated Brokers to execute those securities
transactions. Certain clients may have fee arrangements with their Sponsor Firms or Designated Brokers under which they
pay transaction-specific commissions on equity securities transactions instead of wrap fees or other asset-based fees.
LMPPG has no role in negotiating the commission schedule that is agreed to by the client and the Sponsor Firm or
Designated Broker. Due to regulatory considerations and Sponsor Firm requirements, LMPPG executes fixed income
securities transactions through a broker-dealer other than a client’s Sponsor Firm or Designated Broker in most instances,
including transactions driven by client account-specific activity.
Transactions Driven by a Model Change
For equity securities transactions that are driven by a change in a Sub-Adviser’s investment model and that need to be
simultaneously effected for many clients (i.e., model-change trades), LMPPG has executed, and expects to continue to
execute, all or substantially all of these transactions as an aggregated block trade through a single broker-dealer instead of
executing the transactions with each client’s Sponsor Firm or Designated Broker. LMPPG believes that handling equity
model change trades in this manner enhances its ability to obtain best execution for client accounts. The main alternative to
this approach would be to use a trade rotation process for model change trades, in which LMPPG separately and sequentially
transmits orders for the transactions to each Sponsor Firm or Designated Broker for execution. LMPPG believes that
effecting model-change trades as block trades eliminates the detrimental impact on market prices of placing separate,
successive orders into the marketplace as well as the potential for general movements in securities prices over the extended
time period needed to complete a trade rotation. Further, block trading helps to reduce the risks of information leakage (i.e.,
increasing the number of broker-dealers receiving orders increases the chances that those broker-dealers will trade in
anticipation of the orders or seek to use information on LMPPG’s trading to the detriment of LMPPG’s clients), which could
result in less advantageous execution prices for clients whose accounts LMPPG trades after making the same trade for other
clients. Also, LMPPG believes that effecting model-change trades as block trades often may enable LMPPG to benefit all
participating client accounts because more favorable securities prices may be obtained under certain circumstances by trading
in larger volumes and because LMPPG may be able to take advantage of additional sources of liquidity that certain brokerdealers and trading venues can provide. In addition, block trading promotes the fair and equitable treatment of client
accounts by ensuring that participating client accounts obtain the same execution price and achieve comparable investment
performance.
A client account included in a block trade for an equity security frequently will be charged commissions, commission
equivalents, markups or markdowns or spreads which typically are reflected in the net security price paid or received by the
client. Any such commissions, commission equivalents or spreads will be in addition to the asset-based fee, transactionspecific commissions and other fees and charges the client pays to the client’s Sponsor Firm or Designated Broker. In the
case of a fee arrangement under which a client pays its Sponsor Firm or Designated Broker transaction-specific commissions,
the Sponsor Firm or Designated Broker may charge higher commissions on trades executed away from the Sponsor Firm or
Designated Broker. In addition, a client’s Sponsor Firm or Designated Broker may charge tradeaway, stepout, prime
brokerage, clearing, settlement or similar processing charges and fees (“processing charges”) on trades executed away from
the Sponsor Firm or Designated Broker. Any such processing charges will be in addition to the asset-based fee or
transaction-specific commissions the client pays to the client’s Sponsor Firm or Designated Broker. LMPPG has no role in
negotiating the commission schedules and processing charges that are agreed to by the client and the Sponsor Firm or
Designated Broker and does not consider such commission schedules and processing charges in executing model-change
trades as block trades through a single broker-dealer and in selecting broker-dealers to execute such transactions.
In an effort to monitor that the trading method it utilizes is consistent with its obligation to seek best execution for client
transactions, LMPPG does a trade cost analysis on significant block trades. This trade cost analysis includes a review of the
percentage of the daily volume each trade represents, a comparison of the execution price versus the arrival price (the price of
the security at the time the order was initially implemented), and a comparison of the execution price versus the Volume
Weighted Average Price (“VWAP”) during the time the order is active. The trade cost analysis includes any implied
commission paid (as this is reflected in the total security price or proceeds), and such information is retained with a record of
the trade. In addition, LMPPG‘s Brokerage Committee provides oversight of LMPPG’s trading activities in an effort to
ensure that client transactions are being executed in a cost-effective manner consistent with LMPPG’s policies and
procedures. The Brokerage Committee meets quarterly. The Committee is provided with trade cost analyses for significant
block trades, the average commissions or commission equivalents incurred by client accounts during the quarter and the
percentage of trades that incurred such additional costs, as well as a list of the broker-dealers used by LMPPG and their share
of volume.
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To execute client account transactions in ADRs that, in LMPPG’s judgment, have limited liquidity in U.S. markets, LMPPG
may select broker-dealers that purchase the ADR issuer’s underlying ordinary shares in non-U.S. markets and then package
such shares into an ADR (in the case of an ADR purchase) or convert the ADR into underlying ordinary shares of the ADR
issuer and then sell such shares in non-U.S. markets (in the case of an ADR sale). These transactions typically involve
foreign exchange, ADR conversion and related costs and charges that are reflected in the net price paid or received by the
client.
LMPPG expects to execute all or substantially all model-change equity trades as block trades, as described above. However,
LMPPG reserves the ability to disaggregate model-change equity trades and follow a trade rotation approach among Sponsor
Firms if it decides that a block trade approach is not practical or consistent with seeking best execution for a particular
model-change trade, even though LMPPG has not had to implement a trade rotation to date with respect to any model change
trade and anticipates that the instances in which it will do so in the future will be rare. If LMPPG makes a decision to do so,
LMPPG will communicate trade orders and instructions to Sponsor Firms and Designated Brokers in a manner and sequence
that LMPPG believes is fair and equitable to LMPPG’s clients. In addition, LMPPG may decide not to include clients of a
particular Sponsor Firm in a block trade due to factors such as a direction from the Sponsor Firm to place all trades for its
clients’ accounts with the Sponsor Firm or a Designated Broker without regard for best execution (see below) or temporary
operational issues at particular Sponsor Firms or Designated Brokers. In such cases, LMPPG will arrange for execution of
the block and non-block trades in a manner that LMPPG believes is fair and equitable to LMPPG’s clients (although all or
some clients may receive a less advantageous price than if the trades had been aggregated and executed as a single block
order).
In the cases where a particular Sub-Adviser investment strategy is included in a single LMPPG-Implemented Program,
LMPPG reserves the ability to execute model-change equity trades for client accounts with the Sponsor Firm or Designated
Broker, instead of with broker-dealers other than the Sponsor Firm or Designated Broker, if LMPPG determines that doing so
would be consistent with seeking best execution.
Directed Brokerage
Although LMPPG generally is subject to the obligation to seek best execution, LMPPG in its sole discretion may accept a
client or Sponsor Firm direction to use the client’s Sponsor Firm or a Designated Broker to execute all or certain securities
trades for the client’s LMPPG-Implemented Program account without regard for whether best execution may be achieved. In
the event LMPPG accepts such a direction:
(i)

LMPPG will not negotiate the Sponsor Firm’s or Designated Broker’s trade execution services or
compensation for such services on behalf of the client account,

(ii)

LMPPG will not be in a position to, and will not, monitor for best price and execution of transactions
Sponsor Firm or Designated Broker executes for the client account, and

(iii)

the prices and execution quality achieved for the account may be less favorable, including more
costly to the client account, than the prices and execution quality LMPPG achieves for other client
accounts.

In addition, LMPPG’s business relationship with the applicable Sponsor Firm or Designated Broker may give LMPPG an
incentive to recommend that the client or Program Sponsor issue such a direction. A client or Sponsor Firm may terminate
such a direction by notifying LMPPG in writing.
LMPPG Aggregation of Trade Orders and Trade Allocation. As noted above, LMPPG generally seeks to aggregate
equity trades that are driven by a change in a Subadviser’s investment model and that need to be simultaneously effected for
many client accounts in LMPPG-Implemented Programs. LMPPG generally allocates securities purchased or sold as part of
an aggregated order to each participating account in an amount equal to its percentage of the aggregated order. Each
participating account receives the average price for the transaction and shares any transaction costs pro rata based upon the
account’s level of participation in the aggregated order. If a client’s Sponsor Firm or Designated Broker charges trade away
processing, clearing or settlement charges for the trade, the client’s account separately bears these charges.
In the case of a partially-filled aggregated order for an equity security, LMPPG allocates the securities purchased or sold
among participating accounts according to one or more methods designed to ensure that the allocation is equitable and fair.
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These methods include pro rata allocation and random allocation. Under the pro rata method, LMPPG allocates all securities
purchased or sold pro rata to all of the accounts included in the order based upon the amount of securities LMPPG intended
to purchase or sell for each participating account. Under the random allocation method, LMPPG allocates the partially filled
order to accounts included in the aggregated order on a random basis. LMPPG generally uses this method only after seeking
direction or agreement from the Subadviser portfolio management team responsible for the underlying investment decision.
The random allocation method is intended for situations in which the partial execution quantity is an amount that does not
allow for a pro rata allocation of securities to all accounts or does not allow for a meaningful allocation of securities to all
accounts. Where an aggregated order covers clients in multiple Sponsor Firm investment programs, LMPPG first allocates
the securities to the investment programs participating in the order following one of the accepted trade allocation methods.
LMPPG then allocates the securities to clients within each investment program following one of the accepted trade allocation
methods.
LMPPG’s Communication and Implementation of a Subadviser’s Model Changes. As a general matter, LMPPG seeks
to communicate trade orders and a Subadviser’s investment instructions and recommendations for the same equity security to
its own trading desk and to any Sponsor Firm or Designated Broker that is responsible for portfolio implementation, trade
placement or trade execution at the same time. In certain cases, however, administrative requirements (e.g. formatting
requirements) or implementation practices of a Sponsor Firm or Designated Broker (e.g. accepting instructions or
recommendations only once daily or only during particular times of the day) may delay the communication of investment
instructions or recommendations. Similarly, required portfolio implementation work may delay LMPPG’s communication of
trade orders to a Sponsor Firm or Designated Broker for execution. Due to such potential delays, as well as any delays by a
Sponsor Firm in acting upon investment instructions or recommendations it receives, LMPPG’s trading desk may be able to
place certain trade orders with broker-dealers for certain client accounts before LMPPG is able to place trade orders in the
same security with a Designated Broker and/or such Sponsor Firm is able to place trade orders in the security for accounts it
services. In such cases, accounts serviced by the Sponsor Firm or Designated Broker could be negatively impacted by such
timing differences.
Trade orders placed by Sponsor Firms or Designated Broker trading desks (where LMPPG forwards Subadviser investment
instructions or recommendations to such firms) in most cases will end up competing in the marketplace with orders placed by
LMPPG’s trading desk for LMPPG client accounts with respect to which LMPPG implements ClearBridge investment
instructions. This competition may negatively affect both LMPPG’s clients and client accounts managed by Sponsor Firms.
LMPPG undertakes to mitigate or offset the negative effect on execution quality from such competition by seeking to tightly
control the timing of its executions, limiting orders based on daily trading volume and setting price targets.

B. Subadvisers
In the case of a Subadviser, please refer to Item 12 of such Subadviser’s Form ADV disclosure document for a description of
such Subadviser’s trade, allocation and communication (including model change communication) practices.

C. Error Policies
Each of LMPPG and each Subadviser maintains an Error Policy aimed at ensuring the prompt detection, reporting and
correction of errors affecting the accounts of LMPPG clients for which they have portfolio implementation and trade
placement responsibility. Under the policies, the correction method used for an error must put the client in the same position
the client would have been in had the error not occurred (i.e., the client must be made whole for any error-related losses and
costs suffered). If an error involves multiple security positions, LMPPG or the Subadviser, as applicable, may calculate the
net loss caused by the error (if any) by aggregating such positions (for a client account) and offsetting any gains that resulted
from the error against the gross losses that resulted from the error.
LMPPG and a Subadviser, like other investment managers, have a conflict of interest in connection with the identification
and resolution of trade errors, operational errors and other errors. Specifically, each of LMPPG and a Subadviser, as a party
who may bear some or all of the financial responsibility to correct an error, has an incentive to determine that an error did not
occur or, if one has occurred, to resolve it in a manner that minimizes the financial impact on it. However, each of LMPPG
and the Subadvisers endeavor to make determinations concerning errors in good faith and in accordance with applicable legal
standards. In addition, such determinations typically are made in consultation with appropriate compliance personnel.
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LMPPG’s and a Subadviser’s Error Policies generally apply only to the extent that LMPPG or such Adviser, as applicable,
has control of resolving errors for client accounts. For many investment programs, the Sponsor Firm may have control over
the resolution of errors of participating investment managers.
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Item 13

REVIEW OF ACCOUNTS
A. LMPPG-Implemented Programs
LMPPG maintains an Implementation Team consisting of Portfolio Associates. The Implementation Team’s responsibilities
include implementing Subadviser investment instructions for client accounts in LMPPG-Implemented Programs. The
Implementation Team uses a portfolio modeling application to review client accounts in such Programs each business day
against certain parameters designed to detect client account investments that may be significantly at variance from the
selected investment management portfolios. The Implementation Team also uses this application to review client accounts in
connection with LMPPG’s implementation of Subadviser-instructed trading activity (e.g., purchase or sale instructions) and
LMPPG’s accommodation of client-directed activity (e.g., account withdrawals and contributions).
Client or Sponsor Firm inquiries may cause LMPPG to conduct additional reviews of client accounts in LMPPGImplemented Programs.
Sponsor Firms typically prepare and send regular account statements to clients in Sponsor Firm investment programs.
LMPPG typically does not send regular account reports to such clients.

B. Discretionary Model Programs and Non-Discretionary Model Programs
LMPPG and the Subadvisers do not have implementation responsibility in Discretionary Model Programs and NonDiscretionary Model Programs and therefore generally do not review client accounts in these Programs.
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Item 14

CLIENT REFERRALS AND OTHER COMPENSATION
LMPPG and its affiliates, including the Subadvisers, may make payments for marketing, promotional and related expenses to
Sponsor Firms that may recommend LMPPG/Subadviser investment management portfolios. They also may provide Sponsor
Firm personnel, including Sponsor Firm representatives, with related benefits, including:
•

training meetings, including related travel, lodging and meals;

•

certain client/prospect meeting materials and expenses; and

•

low-value gifts and promotional items.

These payments and benefits could give Sponsor Firms and their personnel, including Sponsor Firm representatives,
incentives to favor LMPPG/Subadviser-affiliated investment management portfolios and other LMPPG/Subadviser-affiliated
investment products and services over those of firms that do not provide the same payments, items and benefits. If LMPPG,
the Subadvisers or any of their affiliates make such payments or provide such benefits, they will do so in compliance with
applicable laws and internal policies aimed at preventing the compromising of advice and recommendations given to clients.
In the case of a Subadviser, please refer to Item 14 of such Subadviser’s Form ADV disclosure document for a discussion of
any payments or benefits that might be made or given to a Sponsor Firm by such Subadviser.
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Item 15

CUSTODY
Neither LMPPG nor any of the Subadvisers maintains physical custody of client assets in Sponsor Firm investment programs.
Instead, a broker-dealer, bank or other financial firm selected by the client (e.g., the client’s Sponsor Firm) typically
maintains physical custody of client account assets. In the case of a client account in a Dual-Contract Program, LMPPG may
be deemed under SEC rules to have custody of client assets if LMPPG has the ability, pursuant to client authorization, to
deduct client fees directly from the client’s account by directly invoicing the account’s custodian.
Clients typically will receive account statements from the firm that maintains physical custody of their accounts. Clients
should carefully review these account statements.
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Item 16

INVESTMENT DISCRETION
In Discretionary Model Programs and LMPPG-Implemented Programs, LMPPG and the Subadvisers possess the authority to
determine which securities are purchased, held and sold for client accounts, subject to the investment management portfolio
the client has selected – i.e., investment discretion. This authority includes the authority to determine the timing and amount
of investments and transactions.
In Discretionary Model Programs, LMPPG enters into an agreement with the Sponsor Firm that obligates the Sponsor Firm
to implement, or cause its designee to implement, Subadviser investment decisions for client accounts, subject to any clientimposed restrictions or other client directions accepted by the Sponsor Firm or its designee.
In LMPPG-Implemented Programs, LMPPG’s discretionary authority over client accounts includes the authority to
implement Subadviser investment decisions for client accounts, subject to any client-imposed restrictions or other client
directions LMPPG or the Subadviser accepts. This authority typically is derived from a power of attorney contained in the
agreement with the Sponsor Firm in the case of a Single-Contract Program or in the agreement with the client in the case of a
Dual-Contract Program. As described in Section D of Item 4 of this brochure, clients in LMPPG-Implemented Programs:
1.

may impose restrictions on investments in specific securities (e.g., stock of Company ABC) or on investments
in certain categories of securities (e.g., tobacco company stocks); and

2.

may be able to direct sales of securities and temporary investment in ETFs.

In LMPPG-Implemented Programs, LMPPG or the applicable Subadviser accepts a proposed client account for management
in accordance with a selected investment management portfolio before managing the client’s account.
For all Sponsor Firm investment programs, neither LMPPG nor any Subadviser renders any legal advice or has authority to
take action on behalf of clients with respect to legal proceedings, including bankruptcies and shareholder litigation, to which
any securities or securities issuers become subject. Accordingly, neither LMPPG nor any Subadviser will initiate or pursue
legal proceedings, including without limitation shareholder litigation, for clients in such programs.
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Item 17

VOTING CLIENT SECURITIES
LMPPG and the Subadvisers generally will accept authority to vote proxies, or issue proxy voting instructions, for securities
held in client accounts.
Although LMPPG and the Subadvisers have no responsibility for the distribution of proxies or related solicitation material,
LMPPG expects that clients who do not delegate proxy voting authority generally will receive proxies and other related
solicitation materials for securities in their accounts. LMPPG and the Subadvisers generally do not provide advice to such
clients on proxy solicitations.

A. LMPPG
LMPPG does not exercise discretion in determining how to vote proxies for securities held in client accounts. Where a client
or Sponsor Firm authorizes LMPPG to vote proxies or issue proxy voting instructions for securities held in client accounts,
LMPPG does so based on proxy voting instructions provided by the applicable Subadviser.
A client may request:
(i)

a copy of LMPPG’s Proxy Voting Policies and Procedures; and/or

(ii)

information concerning how LMPPG, as instructed by the applicable Subadviser, voted proxies for
securities held in the client’s account.

Clients may obtain this information by sending a written request to:
Legg Mason Private Portfolio Group, LLC
620 8th Avenue, 48th Floor
New York, NY 10018
Attention: Head of SMA Operations

B. Subadvisers
In the case of a Sub-Adviser, please refer to Item 17 of such Subadviser’s Form ADV disclosure document for a description
of such Subadviser’s proxy voting practices.
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Item 18

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Not Applicable.
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APPENDIX A

Your Privacy at Legg Mason Private Portfolio Group, LLC
This notice is being provided for Legg Mason Private Portfolio Group, LLC.
We are concerned about the privacy of the individuals for whom we provide advisory services. We are sending this notice to
individuals (“you”) who invest, for personal, family, or household purposes, in accounts that we manage. This is to help you
understand how we handle, protect and limit certain nonpublic personal information that we may collect in order to conduct
and process your business with us. The provisions of this notice apply to former individual advisory clients as well as current
individual advisory clients unless we state otherwise.
We protect any personal information we collect about you by maintaining physical, electronic and procedural safeguards that
meet or exceed applicable law. Third parties who have access to such personal information must agree to follow appropriate
standards of security and confidentiality. We train people who work for us in how to properly handle such personal
information, and we restrict access to it.
The personal information that we may collect about you comes from the following sources:
•

Information received from you, such as on applications or other forms.

•

Information about your transactions with us, our affiliates and nonaffiliated third parties; and

•

Information we may receive about you from other sources, such as your broker.

Our affiliates are the family of companies controlled by Legg Mason, Inc. If you are a customer of other Legg Mason, Inc.
affiliates and you receive notices from them, you will need to read those notices separately.
We do not disclose any nonpublic personal information about you except as permitted by law. For example, we are permitted
to disclose nonpublic personal information to our affiliates and non-affiliated third parties that perform various services on
our behalf, including custodians, broker-dealers and companies that perform marketing services on our behalf or to other
financial institutions with whom we have joint marketing agreements. These companies agree to use this information only for
the services for which we hired them and are not permitted to use or share this information for any other purpose.

